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A WAY TO PEACE, THROUGH ELF WAVES
Transcribed by Elaine Peick From a Talk Given By 
Dr. Andrija Puharich at the Understanding Conven
tion at Astara, Upland, California, Nov. 6, 1982

Dr. Andrija Puharich was born in the slums of Chicago, Ill
inois. He learned about war there, as there were many ethnic groups 
in his area, and boys had to fight their way through them, frequently. As a teen-ager he delivered milk for Borden"’s Dairy; and, as a Substi
tute for the regulär milkman during his vacation, he had to quickly 
leam where to put the milk, where the mean dogs were, etc. On one 
occasion he was challenged by a vicious dog. Realizing he had to do 
something to protect himself, he sent out feelings of calmness and 
peace to the dog, which responded to the energy and stopped the attack. 
From then on, on his milk route, Puharich dealt with problem dogs in 
this männer, and it worked.

He was fascinated with the results of using his mental energy on 
attacking dogs and resolved to identify the force behind it. He en
tered medical school, still looking for this man-dog relationship. 
He got his degree in Medicine, but decided he wanted to go into re
search in the field of the mind. He studled under Dr. A.C. Ivy 
(the one who later developed Trebiozen) with whom he had to prove 
everything on a scientific basis. He was required to do experiments 
with dogs to obtain his degree of PhD in Physiology.

It was about this time that friends introduced him to the Alice 
Bailey books, including the one on “Telepathy”. After reading that 
he decided to give himself two years to prove to himself that he could 
communicate directly with another mind. He wanted to have absolute 
proof.

To obtain this he built two copper rooms, to shield out any form 
of electrlcity from going through the walls. Such rooms are called 
Faraday Cages. He became acquainted with the well known medium, Eileen 
Garrett. She volunteered to become a subject for telepathy experiments 
at his laboratory in Maine, originally a barn, donated by an interested 
friend. Financing was arranged and research began on sending messages 
between the two Cages, with a subject in each. Dr. Puharich proved 
that information could be exchanged in this way with no electrical 
linkage between the rooms, with both telepathy and clairvoyance. He 
also proved that a good clairvoyant could look out into space and pre
dict a cosmic pulse before it hit one of his recording Instruments -- 
which is precognition!

This research went on between 1950 and 1955. He still wanted to 
know what was really happening inside the brain. Then came the oppor-
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tunity to work with the Dutch psychic, Peter Hurkos. It was a fall 
from a ladder while painting a house thät suddenly opened up Hurkos' 
psychic abilities -- a violent blow on the head. Among other things 
he could psychometrize a picture inside a sealed envelope. Hooked 
up to electronic metering equipment Puharich found that when Hurkos 
was most successful -- in locating missing people, for instance -- 
his brain produced an ELF wave of 8 Hertz.(cycles per second).
CONSCIOUS CONTROL IS THE GOAL

Continuing his experiments Dr. Puharich had the opportunity to 
work with a Yogi in 1956. Here he found a subject who could consciously 
control his brain waves, deliberately shifting himself from one level 
of consciousnes to another. From this Andrija came to realize that 
people could be trained, with bio-feedback, to produce the 8 Hertz 
and other ELF waves consciously.

In 1962 his research shifted to psycho-kinesis when heard of Arigo 
in Brazil. There he saw this psychic surgeon shove a knife into the 
eye of a patient, with no pre-preparation of any kind, and operate -- 
with no pain to the patient!-- removing cataracts. Puharich made se
veral visits to Brazil to research Arigo. While doing his healing work 
Arigo’s brain, too, produced that tell-tale 8 Hertz wave.

It was in the early 1960s also that Puharich met with his friend, 
Aldous Huxley, in Tecate, Mexico. There Huxley's wife, Laura, was 
doing psychic healing. She would make magnetic passes over a woman 
and heal her of her heart trouble. These passes produced huge waves 
or vibrations of eight cycles per second in the patient, and Andrija 
found that Laura’s brain rate was also 8 Hertz. One brain could en- 
train another! At last Dr. Puharich had found the answer to his long 
quest. He now knew that if his brain sent out a certain energy the 
dog would receive it and be entrained by his Signal. This is what 
had happened between the dog and him on his milk route as a young man.

On July 4, 1976 the Soviet Union unleashed a new weapon on the 
world. Nikola Tesla had shown in 1901 that a person could transmit 
power across the earth through the ground. The Russlans were emitting 
an 11 Hertz Signal (cycles per second) across the world. This power
ful Signal upset radio Communications everywhere. Many nations pro- 
tested. The U.S. Air Force identified 5 different frequencies in this 
compound harmonic the Russians were sending through the earth and the 
atmosphere. The intention was to affect a change of< consciousness in 
mankind. The Extreme Low Frequency waves will penetrate anything and 
everything, the specially shielded Faraday cage, the ocean. Nothing 
stops or weakens these Signals.

Dr. Puharich and Robert Beck designed receiving equipment which 
could measure these waves and their effects on the human brain. Their 
experiments proved that a Signal of 6 Hertz easily penetrated the cop
per walls of a Faraday cage. So could a rate of 6.66 -- one of the 
rates being used by the Russlans. This caused depression. 7.83 Hertz 
could make a person feel good. This is the so-called Schumann Reson
ance, the earth's pulse rate. 10.80 Hertz could cause riotous behavior.
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As far as he could determine, the Soviets never sent out a signal in 
the 8 Hertz ränge that would be beneficial to people.
A MESSENGER WITH UNWELCOME NEWS

When Dr. Puharich presented this Information to certain U.S. 
Military leaders they would not believe him! He then made up a secret 
report and had it hand delivered to President Carter, to the head of 
the French Intelligence Service, to Prime Minister Trudeau of Canada, 
and to certain dignitaries of other Western nations. Heavy action 
was then taken by our government to shut him up. His home at Ossin- 
ing, New York, containing the results of much of his research work, 
was burned to the ground. He fled for his life to Mexico. From 
there he continued to monitor the Russian ELF wave Signals and the 
higher harmonics in the Megahertz ränge (5.340 Mh)

Through his Washington contacts a group meeting was arranged 
with the CIA. A showdown ensued, an agreement reached, since then no 
trouble with the CIA -- except for the publication of his books! 
The government program is now called the ELF (for Extreme Low Fre
quency) and the Navy set up a research program on it, two years late! 
Puharich's secret report was expanded into a book, under contract to 
Dell Publishing Company, but publication has been blocked for the past 
four years, meanwhile the Russian attack goes on, unknown to the gen
eral public.

Whole populations can be controlled by ELF waves. Intensive re
search on such "behavior modification" is now being conducted by the 
United States government, to find out just what such waves do to peo
ple. This electro-magnetic research is similar to the secret drug 
experiments conducted on the unsuspecting populace in the 1950s. Dr. 
Puharich did identify one ELF wave as a cancer-causing agent in mice.
THE POSITIVE SIDE TO THE STORY

The 8 Hertz wave is an aid to concentration and can be reproduced 
in others for beneficial results. To prove that this could be done Dr. 
Puharich took the young Israelite, Uri Geller, to 22 universities to 
demonstrate this power to the academic world. As a result of Geller’s 
demonstration of the metal-bending power of the mind on British TV 
in November 1974, hundreds of English men and women, and children too, 
were encouraged to demonstrate this power to themselves and friends. 
Now metal-bending parties are becoming populär in the United States, 
and some are finding that this 8 Hertz wave can also be used to heal. 
Army and Navy experiments proved that many could develop this power and 
demonstrate it convincingly with only two hours of training.

Now, how can this work for peace? The sun radiates the same spread 
of ELF waves as the Russians, and others besides. It takes three days 
for these energies to reach the earth, filtering throgh the atmosphere, 
which is a cavity resonator of 7.83 Hertz between the ionosphere and 
the earth's surface. We are constantly bathed in these magnetic waves 
from the sun. Our bodies are 67% hydrogen, which oscillates at 8 Hertz 
as the plants wave in the sea. The source of the magnetic waves of the 
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sun is hydrogen, too. When you get your brain oscillating at 8 Hertz, 
you are tuned in to and can communicate with the sun. 8 Hertz waves 
can be used in meditation.
THE MIND-OVER-MATTER RATE, A STRATEGIC WEAPON

One country, not ours, has leamed that directed meditation can 
be used to bring down missiles from the sky. Increase the rate to 
11 Hertz and one can bring on a storm. The resonating rate of the 
core of the earth is 6 Hertz. Generate this signal properly and one 
can bring on an earthquake, as the Soviets proved with earthquakes 
they caused in Iran and China, according to the monitoring done by 
Dr. Puharich. But he assured his audience at Astara, "We can do with 
our minds what the Soviets are doing with mechanical equipment! One 
hundred people, with synchronized thinking, can do incredible things. 
The Kahunas of Hawaii, or the Indian Rain Dancers, channeling this 
energy from their brains."

To generate 8 Hertz waves in the brain one must get rid of all 
body noise --- aches, itches, every disturbance. "Imagine that you 
are looking at a circle of light in your mind» This circle leads into 
a tunnel of light. Imagine you are travelling to the Sun and entering 
it. It is not hot and there are Beings there. When you have entered 
the Sun you have locked onto great power. Using this energy in a 
group -- one cant do it alone -- with mutual reinforcement, aligned, 
one could dematerialize nuclear bombs. Things can be made to disap- 
pear. This is the way to peace.
THERE IS NO DOCTRINE OR RELIGIOUS CREED INVOLVED

"There must be absolute centerdness to oscillate our brains in 
tune with the Sun at 8 Hertz. These waves can be used for healing, 
to calm animals, to help the world. Other governments know about this 
and are going to use it for war. The Kahunas knew how to use this 
with the negative Vibration. The CIA is approaching psychics to use 
this to get rid of enemies, to get rid of people. We must develop 
this power in ourselves, connect with the Sun and send out waves of 
peace.

"These waves cannot be jammed. The lower frequency Hertz waves 
are as long as 300,000 miles. The government has built huge trans- 
mitters in South Africa, Australia and other places to beam ELF waves 
back at Russia. There is no shield that will stop these Signals. 
Only the brain stops it enough to cancel it. There is no Chemical 
protection yet to stop the hydrogen atom from reacting with a mag
netic field. These only intereact with the brain, nothing eise.

Dr. Puharich revealed that the Soviets used ELF waves to experi
ment with weather control in 1976 and 1977, using an 11 Hertz wave 
sent round the world; but even when they stopped their transmitters, 
they couldn’t stop the waves! It took a year for the 11 Hertz wave 
to diminish in strength, causing a terrible winter. Since the Rus
sians turned on this signal, they have had three crop failures in a 
row, as well as great floods. America had great heat and drought.
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About 1980 they began to realize more fully what they were doing; so 
they built more transmitters, in Siberia and in Latvia, to send beams 
around the world. They created a great arc over Canada to Cape Cod, 
42 miles in width. Soviet attaches, from the embassy in Ottawa, were 
going out to villages to determine the effects.
WHAT PYRAMID POWER IS ALL ABOUT

The great Pyramid of Giza near Cairo, Egypt is an ELF wave gen
erator resonating at 8 Hertz. The Priests there kept the planet heal- 
thy with sound-tuning chambers in the Pyramid. One could energize the 
whole planet for peace using the Pyramid to get into contact with the 
center of the Sun. (Dr. Puharich may be contacted through Winsor Asso
ciates, Suite 1011, 1024 Connecticut Ave., Washington DC 20027)

* * *
Dr. Puharich apparently agrees with Russian researchers that the 

Great Pyramid of Giza is a major source of ELF waves on the planet. 
They have labeled it No. 1 on their World Power Grid. Take a good 
look again at our reproduction of the Russian Grid on page 13 of the 
Nov-Dec 1982 Journal. The best description we have seen yet of the 
Great Pyramid as an ELF Wave generator is in T.D. Pawlicki's "How 
To Build a Flying Saucer and Other Proposals in Speculative Engineer
ing”, a paperback published at $5.95 by Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey 07632 in 1981.

GREAT PYRAMID AT GIZA

Chokmah-Yang
CHINESE 

PYRAMIDS

The Wave of Electro- 
Magnetic energy 
sweeps out in all 
directions from the 
four sides of the 
Pyramid, its circle 
expanding to a max- 
imum diameter of 
25,000 miles half 
way round the earth, 
then contracting to 
a point on the op
posite side of the 
planet at the anti- 
podes. This is the 
Male, Chokmah or 
Yang half of the 
sine wave. Pawlicki Claims that underwater

pyramids have been discovered in the South Pacific, referring speci- 
fically to Easter Island, Rapa Nui, as their approximate location; 
but Rapa Iti, a thousand miles further west, is closer to the anti- 
podal point of Giza. There the wave peaks against itself and races 
back -- at the speed of light? -- in the Female, Binah or Yin half 
of the cycle, to the Great Pyramid, in time for the next cycle. The 
rate of pulsation is 7.8 Hertz or cycles per second and is called 
the Schumann Resonance. A great Chinese pyramid has been discovered
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in the south China jungles, a thousand feet to the side, thought to be 
a natural mountain, until its man-made form was uncovered. This pyr
amid is 90° or one-quarter of the way around the world from Giza. The 
American pyramids, Teotihuacan in Mexico and Cuzco in Peru, are 120° 
or one-third of the way around the world from Giza. Pawlicki believes 
that these placements are not accidental, even if the builders were not 
aware of the harmonic relationship.

"The fundamental electromagnetic resonance between the earth 
and its surrounding lonosphere creates a voltage loop oscillating from 
one side of the world to the other (as shown in the diagrams on the 
preceding page)," writes Pawlicki. "The great pyramid of Giza and 
the pyramids of the south Pacific are located where the natural glo
bal voltage established the highest electrical potential.

AMERICAN
PYRAMIDS

GREAT
PYRAMin
AT GIZA

SOUTH
PACIFIC

PYRAMIDS

CHINESE 
PYRAMIDS

"As the voltage loop oscillates 
between the Nile Delta and the south 
Pacific Island at the Antipodes, an 
equatorial loop is established between 
the two poles. The Chinese pyramids 
(above left) are found where the equa
torial loop established the highest elec
trical potential. The American pyra
mid civilization is found where the loop 
of the third harmonic established the 
highest electrical potential (above 
right).

"When the fundamental resonance is 
superimposed with the secondary, tertiary 
and quatemary harmonic, a standing-wave 
voltage structure is established (left), 
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surrounding the earth with the electrical voltage pattem shown in 
the diagram. Although the electromagnetic waves flow around the world, 
the Standing wave pattem remains static."

Russian ELF wave transmitters have been pin-pointed at three Lo
cations, Riga, Gomel and Kiev, and are considered to have created the 
atmospheric Standing waves which affected weather so severely here- in 
the United States in the late 1970s. Pawlicki's diagram for the pyr
amids suggests a way in which the Russian Standing waves could be 
sketched and calculated, from their transmitters.

To quote Pawlicki again: "Although the Soviet system is ineffi- 
cient in delivering consumer goods to its people, Communists are more 
receptive to revolutionary engineering. So while American authorities 
deny Tesla’s discoveries, Soviet engineers have built a complex of 
Tesla towers in Karelia. Independent amateurs in America have found 
that the Soviets are using them to alter the natural pattem of elec
tromagnetic Standing waves surrounding the earth. Because the atmos
phere carries electrical Charge, air currents tend to follow geo- 
electromagnetic flow patteros. When the natural Standing wave pattem 
is changed, the climate changes accordingly. Have you noticed?

"Independent researchers, comparing the locations of the excep- 
tional number of severe earthquakes during the past decade with the 
report of Soviet nuclear tests, conjecture that the Red are using 
seismic waves to plot the pattem of Standing waves defining the 
interior of the earth. They give the planet a concentrated shock at a 
fault line and wait to see where the impulse emerges on the other side 
of the world. As Long as local authorities deny the existence of this 
technology, how can the victims prove their earthquake was not a na
tural event?"

And again, from his chapter "Beyond Velikovsky: "The military- 
industrial- (and Religious?) establishment published the first release 
of atomic energy from uranium in 1945. Would you like to guess when 
Einstein’s equations were used to prove the release the energy con
tained in the sun’s gravitational field? According to Information 
available to me, Nikola Tesla gained insight into spacic energy at 
the beginning of this Century, before petroleum was used for much ex
cept kerosene lamps; by 1925 he was ready with experimental proofs. 
Reports have reached me of about a dozen private parties making simi
lar discoveries in their own way. The latest word is that a party 
in the Northeast calling itself X-Tec, is trying to get into the con
sumer market by generating spacic energy from the Sun’s gravitational 
field; we’ll see if it survives any longer than its predecessors. 
In the meantime, the Soviet military-industrial establishment has 
managed to secure a monopoly on the free air their citizens are allowed 
to breathe; so it has no reservations about Implementing Tesla’s 
theories for generating electric power from the energy of empty space, 
and they are proceeding apace while Americans are building windmills 
to get the same energy the hard way." Pawlicki then reminds us of Dr. 
T. Henry Moray’s success in developing a Free Energy device in Salt 
Lake City, Utah before World War I, and of its suppression!
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THE GREAT TRADITION OF BORDERLAND SCIENCE, 
AND ONE WHO CARRIED IT FORWARD

IN THE FIFTH CENTURY
From Appendix I of Robert K.G. Temple's 

"The Sirius Mystery", with CQC 
By the Editor

PROCLUS
"To the lovers of the wisdom of the Greeks, any remains of the 

writings of Proclus will always be invaluable, as he was man who, for 
the variety of his powers, the beauty of his diction, the magnificence 
of his conceptions, and his luminous development of the abstruse dog- 
mas of the ancients, is unrivalled among the disciples of Plato."

Thomas Taylor
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"There are many classical scholars," writes Robert Temple, "that 
the Golden Age of Greece was the only significant era in Greek philo- 
sophy. Within this period one can conveniently place Socrates, Plato 
(427-347 B.C. ), Aristotle, Euripides, Sophocl.es, Aeschylus, Demosthenes 
and the historians Herodotus, Thucydides and Xenophon.

"These brilliant names tend to blind one into accepting the false 
notion that Greece at any other period in its history was merely se
cond rate in the Intellects it produced. . . there is no denying the 
tendency to ignore or belittle -- even to suppress and deny -- Greeks 
who preceded or followed the 1Glorious Greeks* who are most familiär 
to us. It certainly is an embarrassing fact, then, for certain clas
sical scholars to have to face, that the Platonic Academy continued to 
function in Athens for over nine hundred years."
THE ENDURING LIGHT OF THE WESTERN WORLD

And in those nine hundred yea<rs thousands of students of Plato
nic philosophy placed their feet on the path of Divine wisdom and oc
cult Science. Plato founded his school in the grove of Academus in 
Athens around 388 B.C. and taught mathematics, philosophy and occult 
Science there until his death. His most apt pupils carried on, as 
Temple observes: "... the duration of the Academy (apparently on the 
same site) in Athens. . . for the 916 years of the life of the Academy 
as a philosophical Institution was equal to the amount of time which 
will have elapsed from the Norman conquest of Britain in 1066 to the 
year 1982. We thus see that Plato’s Academy existed longer on one spot 
than Britain has existed since William the Conqueror."

In the Nov-Dec 1982 Journal we briefly reviewed the writings of 
the French initiate, Louis Charpentier, on the great cathedral of 
Notre Dame de Chartres. There he speculates on the mysterious origin 
of the sudden outbreak of Gothic architecture in the llth Century in 
France, and suggests that the Knights Templars brought the new ideas 
with them when they returned from the Middle East, the land of Zoro- 
aster. We find the answer in the Annex to Temple's book on the Sirius 
Mystery, which suggests that Temple himself is a reincarnated Templar 
and before that a Student at Plato’s Academy! This is the normal se- 
quence of incamations as outlined in Theosophical literature and in 
the Edgar Cayce life-readings, as the Life Wave moves from East to West.

"The Platonic tradition in the broader sense, with its Gnostic 
and heretical overtones and its myriad manifestations in later ages in 
such bizarre and fascinating figures as Giordano Bruno, Marsilio Ficino, 
John Dee and even Sir Philip Sidney and the Earl of Leicester -- not 
to mention the troubadours of Provence, Dante in Italy and the massa- 
cred tens of thousands of Albigensians in France, the Knights Templar, 
and an infinite ränge of hopeless causes over two and a half millenia, 
is an agonizing and impossible problem for the orthodox mind, whatever 
its creed.

"For Platonism in the general sense is a creed which denies creed, 
an anti-institutional tradition known to those who adhere to it as 
the Great Tradition. It resembles the Society of Friends (Quäkers)
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in insisting on nothing by way of doctrinal dogma. It is truly free; 
it has no membership, no tithes, no rules which are enforced; it has 
no Pope, no Caliph. It terrifies those weaker mentalities which crave 
a structural belief System; they always try to destroy it, but succeed 
in only destroying individuals and individual ’movements' within the 
larger tradition.
A PERSECUTED UNDERGROUND MOVEMENT FOR TWO THOUSAND YEARS

"How can any ’intellectual establishment’ conceivably admit that 
this undercurrent of spirituality has flowed outside the orthodox boun- 
daries of the official religion of Christianity since the third Century 
and the time of Origen? And how confess that Proclus, who lived seven 
hundred years later than Plato, had a mind as luminous in his own way 
as Plato’s? What happens to the ’hermetically sealed Greek miracle’ 
then? If Platonism is seen to continue as a persecuted Underground 
movement for two thousand years and more, what conclusions must we draw 
from the supposed openness of orthodox Western culture?

"If our commonly accepted pattem of civilization is seen to be 
based on a lie, based on the denial of the non-orthodox, the implica- 
tions are so immense that nothing short of a total intellectual up- 
heaval couid result. No person with a vested interest, whether a 
chair at a university or a weekly newspaper, a large Corporation or a 
television Station (or a Diocesan see) would be completely isolated 
from the results which would follow.

"The results need not be destructive in the sense of a political 
or social revolution; but they would be more fundamental, and hence 
more far-reaching in the end. It is fear of constructive change (which 
means fear of the unknown) which is here involved. These indeed are 
problems. And they go some way to explain why the reader hears nothing 
of a great many subjects which have a direct relevance in the matter. 
One of many such subjects is Proclus. No one dares discuss what Pro
clus really stood for and what he represents beyond his own specific 
ideas. Even to raise the subject of a figure such as Proclus is to 
bring the skeleton from the closet and rattle it with a vengeance."

The liberal Platonic philosophy of Proclus aroused the animosity 
of the Roman Catholic Bishops of Greece after he took over the Chair 
of the School from Syrianus somewhere around 450 A.D. He had to flee 
Athens for his life, probably across the sea by boat, to Lycia, the 
near west coast of Asia Minor. This part of the ancient world was 
familiär to him as he had been brought up there by his wealthy Greek 
parents, in the city of Xanthus.

That year of exile no doubt was put to good use in contacting the 
Hierophants of the Chaldean and Persian Mystery Shools still active at 
the eastern end of the Mediterranean. His parents had sent him to 
Alexandria in Egypt for his higher education. He studied grammar un
der Orion and philosophy under Olympiodorus the Peripateic in the 
"public schools" at Alexandria; but of his private studies and initia
tions in occult science, nothing is said; for those were taken at Mem
phis and Thebes, no doubt, where he was sworn to secrecy. But Proclus 
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made no secret of the results of those initiations! These put him in 
conscious touch with the Masters of the Occult Hierarchy of the planet, 
and with Visitors from Outer Space.
THE "SONS OF MILU" WERE HIS COMPANIONS

His biographer in the Encyclopedia Britiannica (1911 Edition) 
writes: "Proclus led a most temperate, even ascetic, life and employed 
his wealth in generous relief to the poor. He was supposed to hold 
communion with the Gods, who endowed him with miraculous powers. He 
acted up to his famous saying that ’the philosopher should be the Hiero
phant of the whole world’, by celebrating Egyptian and Chaldean as well 
as Greek festivals, and on certain days performing sacred rites in hon- 
our of the dead."

Temple says that in his 35 years as head of the Platonic School in 
Athens, Proclus wrote twelve volumes of commentaries on Plato’s philo
sophy. We are approaching our 25th year as a "professor" of Platonic 
philosophy, and have a five-foot-shelf of Journals of Borderland Re
search to prove it. Other literary endeavors of Proclus included 
hymns to the Gods, seven of which are extant: to the Sun, Helios, to 
Aphrodite, to the Muses, to Athena, to the Lycian Aphrodite, to Janus, 
to Hecate -- who appears to have been his favorite. To modern Cabal- 
ists Hecate is known as the Queen of childbirth and of witchcraft, but 
to the Greeks She was much more than that. Proclus claimed he could 
invoke Her to physical appearance, at least as a cloud of luminous mist. 
This indicates he had some abilities as a materializing medium, as well 
as clairvoyant and clairaudient powers.

"As an upholder of the old pagan religion Proclus incurred the 
hatred of the Christians and had to take refuge in Asia Minor," 
says the Britannica; but after a year he did return to Athens and 
stayed there to head the Platonic School for the rest of his life. 
There must have been other attempts over the years, character assass
ination, subversive students, legal wrangles, poisonings, etc., all 
unsuccessful because Proclus had suffered martyrdom in a previous life 
and had thus earned the right to protection from the Gods.

We learn from Leadbeater’s "The Masters and the Path" that Proclus’ 
previous life was as a Roman, Alban, now the English St. Alban. He 
was born in the ancient Capital of England, Verulam, now St. Albans, 
around 240 or 250 A.D. Manly Hall writes that Alban*s parents were 
affluent enough to send him to Rome to school. He may have met a 
young French Roman there, Amphibalus. When they returned to England, 
Albanus chose the military, Amphibalus the priesthood. Church histor- 
ians claim Amphibalus was martyred because of one of Roman Emperor Dio- 
cletian’s sweeping edicts against the Christians, the one of 301 A.D. 
Actually, the edict was Diocletian's attempt to control wages and .prices 
in the Empire, especially the price of food; but his local satraps used 
the edict as an excuse to settle old political scores. Thousands of 
liberals, dissidents and religious leaders were rounded up and executed, 
depending on the religious preference of the Commissar. If the word 
Christian applied to Amphibalus it was because he was a priest of the
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THE HOLY WARS OF 300 A.D.
Today’s newspapers are filled with stories of the Holy Wars in 

Lebanon and the Philippines between Catholics and Moslems, and in 
Afghanistan between Moslems and Communists. In the early Fourth Cen
tury there was endless violent religious strife between the priest- 
hoods and devotees of Krishna, of Apollonius of Tyana (the prototype 
of the mythical Jesus), of Hesus of the Celtic Druids, of Mithra, and 
of other sects too numerous to mention. There was no Christian Church 
until after the Council of Nicea, 325 A.D.

By this time Albanus had risen to the position of Governor of the 
Works there at Verulam. When Amphibalus was rounded up with other li- 
berals and dissidents there under Diocletian’s decree, Alban used his 
power and position to protect the priest, his longtime friend. This gave Albanis political enemies the opportunity they had been looking 
for. He was charged with sedition and excecuted along with Amphibalus 
and the others. But this effort to bring some semblance of order to 
the declining Roman empire failed and Diocletian gave up the throne 
in 305 A.D. at the age of 59; however, Diocletian gave England its 
first saint and ancient Verulam became and still is the town of St. 
Albans -- while Alban himself set his feet on the Path -- to re-enter 
ehe physical world again 108 years at Byzantium as Proclus, through 
a Greek mother.

By that time Constantine’s state religion had become a political 
power to be reckoned with. That Roman emperor determined to resolve 
the endless religious conflicts by creating a state religion; so he 
called the various high priests together to a council at Nicea to 
form one. In Oahspe it says that the high priests wrangled together 
for seven long years before Constantine finally had to "knock their 
heads together” and force them to come up with a state religion, 
thus the Roman Catholic Church and the compound or composite "god”, 
Jesus Christ, to satisfy the followers of Krishna and of Hesus.

Constantine turned eastward rather than westward, against the 
tide of evolution, and moved the Capital of the Empire from Rome to 
Byzantium, and renamed that Oriental city Constantinople. On his way 
from Rome to Byzantium he stopped at Delphi in Greece to consult the 
oracle of the Gods. For good luck he swiped the holy chair on which 
the oracle sat while delivering her messages and took it to his new 
Capital city with him. Manly Hall says the three-legged stool is Stil 
on display in an Istanbul museum.
COPERNICUS A NEO-PLATONIST?

The famous Polish astronomer of the 16th Century is likely to 
have been a graduate of the Platonic school in a past life. He is 
credited with est aMishing the Heliocentric system in modern times, 
with the planets revolving around the sun. This in contradistinction 
to the Geocentric system of orthodox science and the Church, with the 
earth as the center of the universe. But Proclus was teaching the 
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Heliocentric system in Athens over a thousand years earlier. It is 
likely that copies of Proclus’ Greek texts were available when Coper- 
nicus studied and taught in Italy and thus shaped his radical ideas 
about the solar system.

Robert Temple tries mightily to prove that Proclus had specific 
Information about Sirius as a binary system and Sun to a hundred suns, 
but could find no supporting references in the Proclus literature avail
able today. There is abundant proof, especially in Proclus' commen- 
taries on Rlato’s Timmaeus, that his astronomy is surprisingly modern 
in its understanding of the stars as suns with the planets orbiting 
around them and.also spinning on their own axes.,

"Proclus speaks with full authority in insisting that certain 
invisible heavenly bodies definitely exist," writes Temple. "These 
bodies are the moons of planets and the planets of other stars. Fur- 
thermore, Proclus seems to have an incredibly enlightened view of cel- 
estial phenomena in many other ways as well.
"THE MOON IS CELESTIAL EARTH"

"In Book III of 'In Tim.' Proclus says (1,425) that the Moon is 
made of celestial earth. Or why does the moon, being illuminated, 
produce a shadow, and why does not the solar light pervade through 
the whole of it? . . . we shall find that fire and earth subsist also 
analogously in the heavens; fire indeed, defining the essence of them, 
but each of the other elements being consubsistent with it. . . The 
elements being conceived in one way as unmingled, but in another as 
mingled, the first mixture of them produces the heavens, which contain 
all things according to a fiery characteristic. . . for all things 
are in the heaven according to a fiery mode. . .

"’Hence the fire which is there (in the heavenly bodies) is light; 
and it is not proper to disturb the discussion of it, by directing 
our attention to the gross and dark fire of the sublunary region (the 
below-the-moon or earthly region) ', And to make __ . -—-
it beyond the slightest possibility of mis- 
understanding, he adds (page 282) that 
fire in the heavens is 'fire which is not ~
perfectly fire’ but rather, star-fire is more properly ’fire which is energy'. Ei

"These conceptions are astounding B
in the light of modern science. . . Pro- 
clus views the stars as congealed bodies in a celestial medium and that between f L ’/* . / 
them lies 'fiery matter’ which is invi- / 
sible to us (and that) the planets move 
in orbits which are clearly conceived as 
trajectory spaces. . . " (From "The 
Sirius Mystery" by Robert K.G. Temple,
1976, Futura Publications Ltd., 110 Warner XfcflsBsEsLSrRoad, Camberwell, London SE5, England)
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NATURE WAS MY TEACHER
By Victor Schauberger 

Translated From The German By Albert Zock 
With Added Comment

The coat of arms of the Schauber family showed a broken tree 
trunk with a dogrose wound around it. Their motto was: "Fidus 
In Silvis Silentibus" (Loyalty to the silent foresx). As the last 
of the Schauberger robber knights were captured, the older one was 
beheaded and the younger one pardoned and exiled into the wild, 
deep forest.

He settled on the Plockenstein lake in the Austrian mountains, 
and his descendants supplied an unbroken line of gamekeepers, fish- 
ermen and forest rangers. They knew the healing power of water and 
the way to build Irrigation ditches for nighttime use only as a me
thod of improving yields in their fields. Even today after a storm, 
torrential streams lay bare an old creek bed as a witness to the art 
and technique the Schaubergers used to build sluices for the trans- 
portation of logs.

Their method forced the water to flow first to the left then to 
the right, in sinuous spirals. The expression "zykloids" was un- 
known to them, yet they ingeniously used this principle. Through 
this rhythmical change of curves the logs moved in the sluice faster 
than the water itself and, in some places, against the law of gra
vity, even. uphill!

"Since my childhood I wanted to be a forest:Tanger. After the 
first world war, I was able to get such a position with the Prince 
of Schaumburg-Lippe. He was a good man to work for, but like others 
in those days, the Prince had financial problems. I had submitted 
my plan for building a new kind of sluice to bring down the cost of 
transporting logs to the Management of the estate. I was rejected 
with the argument that beech and oak are heavier than water and, 
according to Archimedes’ law, cannot float.

"On a hunting trip with the Princess, I told her about her hus
band’ s problems. The Princess came from a humble background. She 
understood the Situation, listened to my plan, and decided it might 
help to save the estate. She knew about the attempt by the Company 
who did the hauling to bribe me. She stopped and asked, ’How much 
did the Company offer you?' I replied, 'Three times my yearly salary.'

"'And how much could be saved with your new way of transporta- 
tion?'

"'Today a cord of wood costs 12 Schillings and 30 thousand cords
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are moved in a year. That amounts to 360 thousand Schillings.'
"'How much would the cord cost with the new system?'
"'One Schilling, including amortization of the construction,' was 

my answer. The Princess agreed. The only condition I asked for was 
to have a free hand in the construction, taking all responsibility.
A COMBINATION OF VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CURVES

"After four months the sluice was finished. and an enormous pile 
of wood stood at the ready. We made the attempt. A moderately 
heavy log was the first to go. It floated down about 300 feet and 
got stuck with the force of the water pushing it out of the channel. 
The workers were grinning. I sent them home, and sat down by the 
pond to gather my thoughts. Suddenly I feit a movement against my 
leg. I catapulted it into the pond with my cane and watched it cross 
the pond. Then, it hit me: how can a snake propel itself through 
the water without any fins? I studied its every move with my bino- 
culars. It was turning and twisting in a combination of vertical 
and horizontal curves. I kept this picture in my mind till it be
came clear to me.

"I recalled the workers and gave them new directions. One 
went for nails, the other for lathes of larchwood. I promised them 
double pay for finishing the Job, by torchlight if necessary. It 
took all night to nail the lathes diagnnally into the trough, es
pecially in the curves as suggested by the movements of the snake.

"When I returned home a letter was waiting for me. The prince, 
his wife and a building expert would be at the sluice to examine 
it by 10 o'clock the next morning. When they arrived I saluted the 
prince and chief forester, but ignored the guest. The gate was 
opened, the workers started pushing some medium-sized logs into 
the trough, leaving the larger ones aside.

"'No, no,* said the chief forester, 'take that one.' I nod- 
ded my assent. Slowly the heavy log entered the sluice gate and 
blocked it, causing the water to rise. No one said a word. All 
eyes hung on the log expecting the rising water to overflow at any 
moment. Suddenly, there was a gurgling sound; the heavy log turned 
first right, then left, then twisting like a snake, floated past 
with its front end up in the air to finally disappear smoothly around 
the next bend. The float-master took the chewing tobacco out of his 
mouth and said, 'Kiss my , it works!’

"I took my rifle and went into the forest. Once out of sight, 
I sat down on a stump with the rifle and cane between my legs, 
wiping the cold sweat off my forehead. Never again, I thought. Had 
I not had the encounter with the snake at a most fortuitous moment, 
I would not be alive today. (Probably failure would have driven 
Schauberger to suicide, not uncommon in his day and circumstances.)

"After a few days I was informed that I would henceforth be 
managing the entire forest. Experts and specialists started to visit
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us, even the Secretary of State. Soon afterwards I was appointed 
to the Department of Agriculture in Vienna. From the day I promised 
the Princess to build that sluice I never had any peaceI

"The sluice came very near not to being built at all, however. 
The chief forester came to me one day with an order to stop construc- 
tion on the dam. I had to show my plans and explain them, as no one 
could believe that the 55 foot high dam could hold the water. Every- 
one was afraid that it would collapse under the pressure due to the 
weakness of the walls. Eventually, I realized the real Intention was 
to prevent construction of the sluice.
THE MOMENT OF TRIUMPH

"I walked over to the middle of the dam and fired both barrels 
of my rifle upstream. This was the signal for an assistant Stand
ing above to open the gate and let the water in. The Commissioners 
thought I had lost my mind and had preferred to use my rifle than to 
answer their questions. Suddenly there was a roar. I pointed up
stream wherefrom a mass of brown water 18 feet high came down blar- 
ing and carrying wood, stumps and chunks of turf with it.

"'Good heavens, come here quickly!’ shouted one of the men. 
Others were gesticulating wildly with their arms. I only gave them 
a quick glance, then bent down over the 'weak* wall against which 
the onrushing waters were supposed to smash any moment. The water 
did no such thing, however. On the contrary, the impact was weak 
and the first wave rebounded back uphill against the oncoming stream 
which caused the logs to stand up almost vertically, jumping out of 
the water like fish. The basin, of almost a million cubic yard ca- 
pacity, was quickly filled.

"No one had the nerve to come down to me on the dam, so I went 
up to them. 'Well,' remarked the District Commissioner, 'more luck 
than brain.'

"'I think it’s the other way around,’ said I. I emptied my 
rifle and walked away. The group had a short discussion after 
which we were informed that there would be an inspection by experts 
from Vienna, even though the dam seemed to hold — but surely not 
for long! One week later the experts arrived and stated, after an 
extensive inspection, that the dam had a factor of 12 safety. In 
spite of their calculations they were puzzled by many questions. I 
had the basin filled once more to give them a demonstration. As 
the water came in I pointed out its behavior, that is how it re- 
coiled against itself thereby breaking its own momentum. The idea 
for the shape of the dam had come not from technical books or schools 
but from your everyday chicken egg!

"On my first Job as a graduate forester I spent my spare time 
at a mountain lake fishing or duck hunting from a boat. My greatest 
wish was to shoot the giant fish eagle. Every evening he circled 
high over the water, suddenly falling down like a rock. The next 
moment he would be up and away with large fish in his claws. How 
he could catch fish without touching the water was a mystery. For 
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a long time I remained mystified. Obviously, careful Observation 
was required. Equipped with good binoculars I took up position in 
a tall tree on the highest side of the lake, from where I could keep 
a watchful eye on both the eagle and the fish in the lake.
A PYRAMID OF SPIRALS

"Almost at the same moment, the eagle appeared. He circled 
with loud screams over the spot where the fish was, flying low and 
clapping its wings strongly as if trying to attract attention to 
itself. Next, it rose almost vertically in ever decreasing spirals. 
Then, it let itself fall like a rock, legs extended, toward the fish. 
As it reached the water it broke its fall with a strong flap of the 
wings and, the next moment, was Holding a large fish in its claws. 
Heavily laden it flew toward the forest and disappeared. I was so 
fascinated I only paid attention to the bird, but promised myself 
that next time I would pay attention to the fish.

"The eagle came back, announcing his arrival loudly as usual, 
and drew his ever decreasing spiral upon recovering altitude. What 
happened next was so unbelievable that I lost my balance and almost 
feil out of the tree for having imitated what I saw. Fish in the 
lake were spiralling upward just like the bird above! They were 
one after the other, like pearls on a string, coming always closer 
to the surface. Because the spiral was becoming smaller, some of 
the fish were crowded together which caused their first dorsal fins 
to protrude from the water. A dark shadow feil over the spot, a 
little flash, and the eagle took off with its prey.
NEUTRALIZING GRAVITY WITH LENTICULAR FLOW

"It was spawning time. I took my post, on a clear moonlight 
night, close to a waterfall hoping to catch a fish poacher. I could 
see every move of the fish in the crystal-clear water. Suddenly, 
the fish moved toward the sides. A very large trout had come up- 
stream. It swam along the fall as if in search of something, its 
motion like a winding dance, then finally disappeared beneath what 
looked like a sheet of glimmering metal under the moonlight. I 
noticed there was a Whirlpool at the foot of the narrowing water
fall. The___t_rout.floated.out.of this vortex and up the waterfall
^^JX_Jxawn_±y_aiLiwisi^

"Once at the crest, it was pushed out of the water and landed 
a few yards upstream. I was so excited by what I had seen I forgot 
all about the poacher and went home to think about it. I saw this 
phenomenon many times after that, but no scientist could give me 
an explanation.

"Later in the same winter I shot an alpine goat across a deep 
ravine. It slipped and feil down into the ravine. I could hear it 
bouncing over the ice on the frozen river below. I was unhappy 
about this as I expected the horns to be broken. Slowly I made my 
way down the icy slope. To my pleasurable surprise the goat was in- 
tact and dry. After cleaning it out, I threw the guts into the 
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water which was calm at that spot, as well as crystal-clear and six 
to eight feet deep. I watched them sink and noticed some movement 
between the stones on the bottom. Although some were size of a man’s 
head, they moved to and fro as if they were electrically charged. 
Defying the laws of gravity they went from side to side as if alter- 
natively attracted and repulsed by one another. I began to doubt 
my own eyes as a stone the size of a man's head spun then floated 
upward. It was egg-shaped.

"The next moment it was floating on the surface surrounded by 
a ring of open water and tossing gently. There followed another 
and another, until most of the egg-shaped stones were floating. 
Only the smooth, ovoid stones had this property. the angular ones 
remained motionless at the bottom. My first thought was that they 
must be electrically charged as this phenomenon reminded me of the 
light which appears under water when milky hued pebbles rub against 
each other.

"I didn’t know at that time that _a number of forces were at 
work to create a light effect as well as pvercome the laws of gravity 
to bring these stones to the surface. I crossed the newly formed 
bridge and went home. Years later I learned that the Ankara river 
which originales in Lake Baikal in Central Russia is the site of a 
similar phenomenon, which makes it possible for the local farmers 
to cross the river in winter.

A LAKE RECREATES ITSELF
"Remarkable phenomena can be observed on the Lakes of Desolation 

in the Hartzau valley of Austria, after a long hot spell. I was 
sitting on the shore of such a lake on a hot day wondering whether 
to go for a swim when I noticed that the water started to move in a 
circle. Trees which had been imbedded in the sand after a landslide 
were pulled loose and carried away by the merry-go-round. As the 
speed of the circling water increased, the floating debris moved 
closer and faster toward the middle of the lake. Once they reached 
the center, the trunks tilted upward and were sucked in with great 
force so the shores were cleaned like a peeled banana -- or like 
people whom a cyclone sets back down on earth almost naked. None 
of the trees resurfaced.

"Shortly afterward the lake calmed down. This, however, was 
only the calm before the storm. The bottom of the lake started rum- 
bling and suddenly a spout as high as a house shot up out of its 
center with a thundering noise, spinning upon itself and overflowing 
from the top like a fountain. A short while later the spout collap- 
sed sending waves to splash against the shore. I had witnessed the 
renewal of a lake devoid of fresh water tributaries.

Here ends Viktor Schauberger’s personal report. His discoveries 
represent only a fraction of the many ways Mother Nature uses a 
spiral combined with an egg shape. The expression "the egg of Col
umbus" should be "the egg of Viktor Schauberger. After all, Colum
bus made the egg stand, but Schauberger made the egg outstanding!
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UPSETTING MEDICAL ORTHODOXY
'The uterus, for instance, is egg-shaped. To many scientists 

it is now obvious that the uterus, because of its shape, is sucking the egg through the Fallopian tube and not, as believed by orthodoxy 
the Fallopian tube conveying it downward. Similarly, William Harvey ’s theory of 1618 that the heart is pumping the blood through 
the body no longer holds water. Some medical scientists recognized 
long ago that the blood is making the heart contract and not vice 
versa. This was corroborated as far back as 1892 by Dr. Karl Schmidt 
and 1927 by Dr, Martin Mendelson, by cardiologists Harlicek in 1937 
and Genta in 1958, as well as Dr. W. Simonis in 1970. Everyone 
knowledgeable about the function of the heart realizes how little 
it can be compared with a pump.

Embryologie teaches that there is at first a primary fluid cir- 
culation within the tissue of the embryo and, much later, the heart 
Starts to form. The tender cardiac valves have only a thickness of 
.15 mm Hg (about 4 inches of mercury); they are completely passive; 
there is no sign of an active pump. Suction, because of the egg 
shape, does most of the work, or better, Implosion. It is a kind of 
ram pump and no more.

The Japanese, K. Nishi, points out that the red blood cells 
could never be pushed through the fine capillaries since some of 
them have a much smaller diameter than the red blood cells them - 
selves. Amending the theory concerning the functioning of the heart 
would lead to better diagnosis and therapy.
A HEART-LIKE CONTAINER

Dr. Karl Koller had a problem mixing drugs. He did not want 
to apply centrifugal force. Schauberger, whom he consulted, 
suggested that the liquid be shaken instead of the Container. 

"You have to build a heart-like Container 
with a small, two-armed propeller on the 
bottom. Then you have the reversed move
ment." Replied Koller, "But then you’11 
have a centrifugal force again."

"Yes," said Schauberger, "but that 
will bring into play a suction in the 
middle of the Container." It shouldn’t 
be necessary to have the propeller built 
into the bowl; one driven by an electric 
drill, like that used to stir paint should 
do. Dr. Koller remembered an experiment 
made by Dr. Rudolph Steiner on conserving 
plant Juice without alcohol by using 
rhythm on rose petals and distilled water 
in a heart-shaped bowl, and having his wife 
swirl the contents to create a Whirlpool, 
each morning and evening. (To be concluded 
in the next Journal.)
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OMMEN TS
"HUMAN POSSIBILITIES" by Stanley Krippner

This new book, published by Anchor Press, 1982, New York, 348pp, 
$14.95, is reviewed in the Jan-Feb 1983 "Parapsychology Review" by 
Benson Herbert. He writes: "Subtitled ‘Mind Exploration in the USSR 
and Eastern Europe’, this book provides an informative and authentic 
account of the state of parapsychology in communist Europe, against 
a lively background of personal observations made by the author on 
his itinerary, during which he met most of the leading figures in 
the field.

"The narrative commences in 1971 with his arrival in Moscow, 
where Larissa Vilenskaya invited him to give an address on parapsy
chology -- the first ever to be held at the Academy of Pedagogical 
Sciences, with 300 scientists as audience. Carefully briefed before- 
hand by Edward Naumov as to the use of nomenclature which not perturb 
materialists, Krippner learnt that telepathy should be referred to 
as ‘biological communication', dowsing as the 'biophysical effect', 
psychokinesis as 'psychoenergetic phenomena', precognition as 'pro- 
scopy' and so on. . .

"Continuing the account of Soviet efforts to establish a physical 
basis for psi, Krippner lists eight centers in the USSR, mostly in 
Moscow, where research into 'psi particles' is said to be in progress. 
These are referred to by N.I. Kobozev in a monograph published by 
Msocow State University in 1971 titled 'Research in the Thermodynam- 
ics of Information and Thought Processes'. Kobozev postulates the 
existence of 'superlight elementary particles'. infinitesimally smal- ler than an electron, as the source of Gurvich’s mitogenic radiation, 
believed to be emitted by dividing cells in plant roots and capable 
of stimulating other cells to divide. Mitogenic rays are said to be 
detectable in the ultraviolet wavelength ränge by means of photomul- 
tipliers. Experiments were carried out with a psychic reputed to 
have PK ability. When he relaxed, the photomultiplier tubes regis- 
tered almost no radiation, but when he concentrated on influencing 
a subject, the Instrument responded.

"Dr. Krippner met prominent Soviet scientist A.S. Presman whose 
book 'Electromagnetic Fields and Life* had been published in English 
translation by Plenum Press, New York, 1970. In this book, Presman 
discusses parapsychology, suggesting that emotional factors might 
be able to enhance ESP scores and that electromagnetic fields may play 
a role in psi phenomena. Presman, in conversation with Dr. Krippner, 
speculated that psi might be an archaic human trait that began to 
disappear once its usefulness was minimized by language forms of com
munication. Krippner relates how Presman's work was applied to dow- 
sers by the Yugoslave physicist Zaboj Harvalik; dowsing reactions took 
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place when dowsers were exposed to an electromagnetic field, but not 
when the kidney or brain was shielded.

"At the Prague Congress, another approach to the problems of 
psi and mitogenic radiation was proposed by A.P. Dubrov, who cited 
data from his experiments with polarizing microscopes to support 
his claim that high-frequency oscillations of the cell’s molecules 
can generate ’biogravitational waves* over long distances, accom- 
panied by photons and ultrasonic sound. The human brain, he sup- 
poses, has the ability to produce observable psi effects such as 
movement of objects, exposure to sealed photofilm, organic inter- 
action with time (as also proposed by N.A. Kozyrev) and air ioni- 
zation during mental activity. Kozyrev regards time as a parti- 
cipant in physical processes rather than an abstract framework in 
which events happen. . . "

Krippner’s book appears to be an important sequel to the Os
trander- Schroeder opus of 12 years ago, "Psychic Discoveries Be
hind The Iron Curtain".
AN INVITATION FROM SIBERIA

For thousands of years the priesthoods of the world have dili- 
gently sought out young psychics who could be drawn into their or
ganizations and used for espionage work. Now government agencies, 
East and West, are doing the same thing -- only on a scientific 
and material rather than a religious basis. At the Understanding 
Convention at Astara last fall, Dr. Andrija Puharich told his lis- 
teners that the CIA was looking for psychics to use in its work. 
We recently learned from one of our students of the Cabala ten years 
ago that the Russian KGB is trying to recruit American sensitives 
for psychic research, and from other countries as well, no doubt.

The Cabala studies were done in Yucca Valley and San Bernardino, 
California in the early 1970s and finished in 1973. A year or so 
later she and another Student had a chance to take part in a psy
chic festival at Las Vegas, Nevada» They decided to summarize their 
studies in the Western Mystery Tradition in a two page sheet which 
could be given away at the Festival -- without naming your editor 
as the teacher or using the word Cabala -- emphasizing the use of 
ritual in developing magickal power and the use of geometrical Sym
bols to shape and direct that power, such as the Pentagram.

Some time after that, perhaps a year or more, she was flabber- 
gasted to receive a letter, in English, from a Russian psychic re
search center in Siberia, inviting her to come there and take part 
in their research program. Perhaps this was one of the Centers re- 
ferred to by Krippner in his book? She didn’t bother to reply to 
the letter; but it occurred to her that one of her give-away sheets 
at Las Vegas had been forwarded to the directors of this Russian 
research center; and the invitation was the result!

She wouldn’t go to Russia, so Russia came to her, apparently; 
for she received an invitation from a Professor Solokoff or Sokoloff 
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of California State University at San Bernardino to take part in 
his brain-wave research program there. This Invitation she accep
ted, without realizing its significance at the time. Along with 
dozens of other willing volunteers her mental vibes were duly char- 
ted and the "profile" was filed away. Later, when she asked for 
a copy of her chart, and was refused, the realization came to her: 
Could a copy of it have gone to the psychic research center in Si- 
beria? And, with her "mental signature" in their possession, did 
trained Russian mentalists now have the capability of entraining 
her consciousness with powerful telepathic suggestions? Wow!

Our former associate in Cabalistic studies doesn’t see her- 
self as a casualty in the psychic warfare now raging between the 
United States and Russia -- eight nations are now engaged in it 
according to Dr. Andrija Puharich -- but she is alerted to the dan
ger that some of the thoughts arising apparently spontaueously in 
her stream of consciousness are not necessarily her own.

As for Professor Sokoloff, he is a casualty of the psychic 
warfare, and perhaps his wife as weTT. During the testing program 
at the university she died suddenly. This was a great shock to the 
Professor and without her balancing polarity he became a victim of 
his own illusions and is now committed to Patton, the state hos
pital for the insane at San Bernardino.
SACRIFICED TO THE CAUSE

This is a danger faced by any government agent. Once he has 
served his purpose and mission accomplished, he is burdened with 
secret Information which could be disastrous to his government if 
exposed; so, it is safer to eliminate him or at least neutralize 
him; thus we must consider the possibility that Russian mentalists, 
backing up their efforts with psychotronic equipment, made use of 
the brain-wave "signatures " of the professor and his wife.

Then there is the danger faced by any sorcerer’s apprentice -- 
and these brain-wave researchers and operators are engaged in sor- 
cery! -- that he or she is not alerted to the wild elemental and 
Lower Astral Forces hidden behind the Veil. Innocence, or ignorance 
of the Law is no protection! 50 years ago the Master Hilarion spel- 
led it out for his channel, H.K. Challoner: "Man Stands indeed 
upon the threshold of discoveries, of revelations, of the attain- 
ment of powers such as have not been known since the days of the 
Atlantean Race.

"And herein lies his danger. Unless, this time, he is morally 
strong enough to control these forces and develops that spirituality 
of outlook essential to all those who wield great power, once again 
he will be overwhelmed; once again he will be swept to destruction 
by the very forces which are designed to be his benefactors.

"It is from this, the feil fruit of his own ignorance and pride, 
that we seek to protect him; and it is to this end that I desire 
to reveal to you some of the difficulties which must be faced and
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overcome if man is to learn to contact the devas with impunity.
For again I would stress that the devas respond to the Creative Vi
bration a man gives forth, to the Note of Will or Love or of Ac
tivity he sounds upon the aeolian harp of the inner worlds. (And 
anyone who plays with telepathy, dowsing, radionics, psychotronics 
or whatever you choose to call it, is sending forth a Creative Vi
bration, is ’sounding a note’ upon the aeolian harp of the inner 
worlds.) As his motives are, so will his tone manifest there, either 
in harmony or in discord; in floods of exqusite colour or suffused 
with the crude shades of his own aura -- and according to this Note 
will be the type of devas he attracts to himself.
"THEIR NATURES ARE UTTERLY UNLIKE"

"And herein lies the key to the dangers which attend the fusion 
of the human and deva lines of evolution; for altbough both are 
united in aim and are proceeding towards the one goal, their natures 
are utterly unlike. The devas are not possessed, as is man, of a 
sense which differentiates between right and wrong; therefore, be
cause of their very nature, void of error, or of the possibility 
thereof, those who function on the lower planes of the Astral and 
Etheric can be used by man for good or ill.

"Only those possessed of a clear understanding of the founda- 
mental laws of nature can, therefore, hope to invoke the devas with 
safety. For if a man attempt to so do before he has learned a great 
measure of control over his emotional and mental bodies, under the 
tremendous outpouring of force which his invocation will draw upon 
him he may easily be overpowered and driven eventually to what men, 
in their ignorance, mis-name madness. . .

"Equally, should any seek to use the devas with deliberate in- 
tent for selfish or destructive purpose, let him beware! Eventually 
the result will be disaster; for the note he sounds will be a false 
one, setting up a dissonance with the Creative note of the divine 
Will; upon this discord the deva essence will vibrate with greater 
and greater momentum until the man can no longer control it; grad- 
ually the increasing Vibration will begin to disintegrate his bodies 
until finally they will be destroyed by paralysis, apoplexy, or by 
the slower process of some cancerous disease.

"Finally, I say: this may not happen in one life. Be it 
known to you that those who in Atlantis and even in later times 
thus trafficked with the devas, have been forced to re-incarnate 
with the discord which they themselves created sounding still within 
them; vibrating ever upon their etheric matter it causes ill health, 
disease or death according to its strength and their own weakness. 
It eventually must be transmuted by the man himself into harmony 
through service and through love; and he is ready to be ’cured' 
only when his note peals forth once more in unison. . ."

The Russian scientists and KGB telepaths have closed the door 
to any possible understanding of the invisible Forces they have at
tracted and are dealing with by insisting on a purely material ex
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planation for the psychic powers they are developing and using. 
This is a trap for the unwary and guarantees their enslavement by 
the Elemental forces to which they have sold their Faustian souls.

Bishop Leadbeater, in his book "The Masters and the Path", 
writes that Hilarion, in a former life, was the Neo-Platoniic philo
sophier lamblichus, a Greek, and an illustrious predecessor to Pro
clus. lamblichus died during the reign of Constantine, probably 
about 330 A.D. His present position in the Occult Hierarchy of the 
planet is that of Star Logos of the Fifth Ray, Science and ordered 
knowledge.

DEUTERONOMY 2:30-35 REVISITED
"May I make a personal comment? I, as a Jew, feit very intimi- 

dated at the article in the December Journal in the blanket State
ment concerning the Jewish race. I feel that the true Christ love 
is ’Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself, and anyone who begins condemnation 
of a Race whose religion is Jewish, not their Race, becomes involved 
in Hitlerism and Naziism. Sorry to state it, it’s the first time 
l've feit this about any article in vour beautiful, rewarding and in- 
structive Journal. Thank you for your years of Service."

B.K., Los Angeles, California

Thank you for your memb/sub renewal and the honest experession 
of your feelings in the matter of the extra-terrestrial origins of 
the Jewish race. That material was derived from the writings of 
another member of the Occult Hierarchy, the Master D.K. , an out- 
standing pupil of the Christ to whom you refer. One of the most im
portant aspects of Mastership is an uncompromising search for truth 
-- to be true-minded rather than nice-minded, I stated that as my 
goal when I took over editorship of the Round Robin Journal in May 
1959. It still is, and as such has helped me to produce "beautiful, 
rewarding and instructive" Journals. The writings of D.K. through 
Alice Bailey have been an important source of Information in the 
borderland field over the years of editorship and I will continue 
to draw on them as needed in the search for truth. In the case of 
the Jewish race, that search leads us to their own history in the 
Old Testament and the probable ancient causes of the modern Holo
caust, and the Nazis as reincarnated Heshbonites.

In Deuteronomy 2:30-35 Moses writes: "But Sihon king of Hesh- 
bon would not let us pass by him: for the Lord thy God hardened his 
spirit, and made his heart obstinate, that he might deliver him into 
thy hand, as appeareth this day. And the Lord said unto me, Behold, 
I have begun to give Sihon and his land before thee: begin to posses, 
that thou mayest inherit his land.

"Then Sihon came out against us, he and all his people, to fight 
at Jahaz. And the Lord our God delivered him before us; and we smote 
him, his sons and all his people. And we took all bis cities at that 
time, and utterly destroyed the men, and the women, and the little 
ones of every city, we left none to remain: Only the cattle we took
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for a prey unto ouselves, and the spoil of the cities which we took."

So, taking Jewish history at its word, it would seem that the 
seeds of Naziism were planted by Moses and his army thousands of 
years ago. Who knows? Adolf Hitler may have been a reincarnation of 
King Sihon of Heshbon, or Og, king of Bashan, or any other of the lea
ders of that time destroyed in the Jewish wars of conquest. In my 
own fifty years of adult life I have learned that the worst enemies 
of any people, nation or race are members of that people, nation or 
race. God is not mocked. Be ye not deceived. Whatsoever a man -- 
or a woman -- or a nation seweth, that shall it also reap. But the 
man most people call Jesus came along later and offered the Golden 
Rule as a more desirable alternative to the old Mosaic law of an 
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. One who chose that alterna
tive in modern times was Oskar Schindler. Had he been one of Moses* 
more capable captains in those old wars of conquest? And chose this 
way of settling an old karmic debt? Probably.

The Man Who Saved Tews NEWSWEEK/JANUARY 10, 1983

Schindler (third from left) in 1972 with Jewish survivors: An unlikely angel

Schindler’s List. By Thomas Keneally. 
400pages. Simon and Schuster. $17.95.

Although it won England’s prestigious 
Booker McConnell prize for fiction, Thom
as Keneally’s new book is not really a novel. 
It teils the astounding story of wealthy Ger
man industrialist Oskar Schindler, who 
saved hundreds of European Jews from 
Nazi extermination. The Australian Ke
neally, author of 13 novels (including “Con

federates” and “The Chant of Jimmie 
Blacksmith”), says in a prefatory note that 
he used “the texture and devices of a novel 
. . . both because the novelist’s craft is the 
only one I can lay claim to, and because the 
novel’s techniques seem suited for a charac
ter of such ambiguity and magnitude as 
Oskar.” He constructs conversation, based 
on survivors’ testimony, but assiduously 
avoids making up facts—for in this case the

truth is far more powerful than anything the 
imagination could invent.

Military Contracts: Oskar Schindler was 
an unlikely angel. A bon vivant who dressed 
exquisitely, chain-smoked elegantly, kept a 
wife, a mistress, a secretary/lover and a 
stable full of expensive cars, he was born a 
Roman Catholic in Moravia in 1908 and 
took over a bankrupt enamel wäre factory in 
Cracow after Germany invaded Poland in
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1939. He made a fortune with lucrative 
military contracts, and as the Nazis began 
Clearing Cracow of Jews, Oskar began tum- 
ing his factory—Emalia—into a haven for 
them. One day he rode by the ghetto on 
horseback and saw SS teams with dogs ram- । 
paging through the streets, murdering men, 
women and children at random. “Beyond 
this day,” he said later, “no thinking person 
could fail to see what would happen. I was 
now resolved to do everything in my power 
to defeat the system.”

He walked right into the lion’s den, where 
SS Capt. Amon Goeth was turning the ghet
to into a forced-labor camp. The sexually 
voracious Goeth, who beat up his women 
and shot people for walking slowly, was also 
siphoning food out of the meager ghetto 
rations to make huge black-market profits. 
Oskar soothed the savage Goeth with co- 
gnac and gold—and tricked him into letting 
the Emalia Jews live at the factory. In 1943 
Oskar spent $120,000 Converting the fac
tory into a camp, plus more than $10,000 a 
month for food—and he had just begun to 
pay. When the SS Jewish policy in Cracow 
shifted from forced labor to liquidation, 
Oskar growled to one worker, “l’m going to 
get you all out”—and he did.

He bought a factory in Moravia and with 
flamboyant cunning (augmented, as al
ways, by huge bribes) got the Nazis to let 
him ship “his” Jews south to work there. 
The 800 men on “Schindler’s list” went 
first—but the 300 women got diverted to 
Auschwitz. Perhaps Oskar’s single most 
heroic feat, in this tale of outrageous rescue, 
was getting those freezing, starving, desper
ate women out of the death camp. He tried 
to bribe its Commander with liquor, ham, 
diamonds—and his own pretty secretary. 
When that didn’t work, Schindler himself 
went into the necropolis—and soon the 
women were loaded into one more cattle 
car. Two days later they were ordered out 
near what looked like yet another concen- 
tration camp—until they saw Oskar 
Schindler’s familiär features under a new 
Tyrolean hat. “You’re safe now,” he told 
them, “you’re with me.”

Oskar li ved an unexceptional life after the 
war, in Buenos Aires, Frankfurt and Israel. 
He died in 1974, was mourned by Schindler- 
juden all over the world and buried in Jeru
salem. Keneally wisely does not try to guess 
what motivated this extraordinary man. 
When the Allies were approaching Moravia 
in the last days of the war, Oskar’s workers

presented him with a gift. It was a ring— 
made of the gold bridgework from one 
man’s teeth—engraved with a line from the 
Talmud: “He who saves a single life saves 
the world entire.”

JEAN STROUSE

Keneally: Truth darker than fiction

MORE ON THOSE RUSSIAN EXPERIMENTS WITH PARAPSYCHOLOGY
Cleaning aut and sorting the correspondence file we came on this 

postcard dated March 14, 1981: "In case you missed it, on NBC TV last 
night on the NBC Magazine show with David Brinkley, they had the first 
segment on *If Thoughts Could Kill', about the Russian experiments 
with parapsychology, the various not-on-map Institutes and buildings 
in Moscow that were engaged in it, some smuggled film of some of their 
experiments and interviews with some who had worked in that area -- 
now migrated to Israel; and there was an ex-KGB man who is now a Prof, 
at Cal State University at San Bernardino -- he defected. He has col- 
lected all the data on parapsychology, psychotronics and ELF (Extremely 
Low Frequency) attempts from interviews with with people from Russia 
and put it all in a Computer! As I understand it, his name is Niko
lai Kokoloff. Also interviewed was a Portland, Oregon radionics en
gineer who has recorded the Russian ELF ’Woodpecker’ sounds and had 
them shown on an oscilloscope -- a Mr. Bise? He said the rate was 10 
times a second or 10 Hertz. It might be of interest to you to contact 
the Russian at Cal State SB."

Al Fry, Bloomington, California
Needless to say we didn’t follow up on Al’s Suggestion and now 

there's no need to as Kokoloff is in the insane asylum at Patton, a 
perfect example of the deliberate misuse of spiritual power. His 
former colleagues in the psychic warfare section of the KGB have -- 
by insisting on the purely physical nature of telepathy -- deluded 
themselves into believing they have no moral responsibility for their 
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selfish and misguided behavior. Unknown to them, they are creating 
a Frankenstein which will haunt them in succeeding lives.
AN ELITE CORPS OF PSYCHIC WARRIORS
National Enquirer (Feb. 1, 1983) - '"I’ve succeeded in turning a 
grown man into a whimpering, screaming, gasping-for-air, wetting-the- 
pants infant,' boasted Dr. Vladimir Raikov, a top Moscow expert on 
hypnotism and brain research. Raikov, who is also a colonel in the 
KGB, the dreaded secret police force, recently expanded his bizarre 
experiments, hypnotically regressing about volunteers into whimper
ing babies -- while he was a mile away, according to Dr. Viktor 
Adamenko, who assisted in the experiment.

"Sources disclose that 800 volunteers have been trained in these 
eerie mind-control techniques and thousands more will be trained this 
year. And they say the Russian government fully intends to use these 
mental marvels to wage psychic warfare against the West. In an in
terview, Dr. Raikov himself virtually admitted the same thing when 
he said about his telepathic hypnotism experiments: ' It opens up tre
mendous possibilities. Military? Why not? I wont deny that.’

"Another psychic, Karl Nikolaev, is also deeply involved in psy
chic research aimed at paralyzing the minds of people through tele
pathy. In one astounding experiment, Nikolaev trained a team of 
telepathists to influence the outcome of a boxing match in which the 
underdog was givenno chance ob beating a local Champion. Half of the 
team -- five telepathists -- beamed ’losing' thoughts at the Champion 
to weaken his will. The other five concentrated on sending ’winning’ 
thoughts to the Challenger.

"’The match lasted for three raounds and our man won -- much to 
the surprise of the audience,’ Nikolaev responded. 'Telepathy is an 
incredibly powerful weapon. We’ll need it to protect ourselves 
against aggression wherever it may be coming from. Let me say that 
we are going to use it -- and leave things at that.’

"Says a leading Russian parapsychologist, who did not wish to 
be identified, ’The new Soviet leader, Yuri Andropov, is convinced 
that we are years ahead of the U.S. in the use of parapsychology -- 
to affect enemy command posts through mind control.'"

"Going to use it?" Russian telepaths have been using mental 
power to degrade the performance of some of our Olympic athletes and 
enhance the performance of their own! Especially the pair skating 
Champions for the U.S. In the 1980 winters games in New York, the 
American pair, Randy White and Ty Babalonia were favored to win -- until Randy suffered a debilitating accident in practice. That's a 
sure way to win a competition, eliminate your major Opponent before 
the games start! Nadia Comenici's flawless performance on the balance 
beam was marred by a spill, enabling her Russian opponents to outpoint 
her, and the most flagrant use -- or abuse -- of mind power was in 
the international chess match between Korchnoi and Karpov. Nothing 
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was done by the match authorities -- in Manila as I recall -- to pre
vent a Russian telepathist in the audience from concentrating his Pro
fessional powers on Korchnoi, forcing him into losing errors. Aware 
of what was being done to him, Korchnoi got an American friend to sit 
next to the Russian telepath, their auras interpenetrating, and break 
up his concentration. The Russians protested. The chess match au
thorities, also under hypnotic control, ordered the American ally to 
leave the Russian telepathist alone. Karpov went on to win the match. 
Here in the United States the winning records of at least two, perhaps 
three, Professional football teams, indicate to your editor that the 
owners of the teams are resorting to black magick to tip the scales 
in their favor. It pays off where millions of dollars in gambling 
bets are at stäke, and team owners are gamblers.

If two teams are fairly evenly matched, it is the tumovers and 
the judgement calls by the referees that usually decide the outcome. 
I well remember one game in which there were eight fumbles, four by 
each side. The winning team recovered all of their four fumbles; 
they also recovered all of the four fumbles by their Opponent! This 
defies the odds. But to the blind who refuse to look at the power of 
mind over matter, the losing team just had tough luck.
ABUSING THEIR PROFESSION
Los Angeles "Times", Feb. 11, 1983: "The World Psychiatrie Associa
tion said the Soviet Union has quit the Organization, five months be
fore the group was due to to consider allegations that Soviet psychi- 
atrists abuse their profession to stifle political dissent, The move, 
announced by association officials in Vienna, raised speculation that 
Yuri V. Andropov, the new Soviet leader, may be signaling his deter- 
mination to reject foreign pressure for human rights reforms."
AND DISCREDITING RESEARCH IN AMERICA

"James ’The no-so-very-amazing’ Randi came out with his book 
called ’Flim Flam’ which was supposed to lay to rest once and for all 
the ‘utterly fantastic Claims' of just about everyone (including Ber
litz and possibly even you and I) that has ever been associated in any 
way with anything occult, unexplained or parapsychological. Randi 
is a close associate of Phil Klass, Jim Oberg, Robert Shaffer and Co., 
all of whom are mixed up (closely) with Martin Gardner (founder of
The Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Para
normal, CSICOP) who, rumor has it, has been heavily funded by the KGB
and the American Communists. Motive: The Russians are highly inter
ested in developing ESP and other psychic phenomena for their own 
(nasty) purposes, and figure it is to their own benefit to confuse or 
discredit any similar efforts being conducted on this side of the 
Atlantic. My book ’The Philadelphia Experiment' continues to seil 
well in England (over 300,000 copies). One of the more positive re
sults of this has been that several important sources of new Informa
tion have emerged from the British woodwork, a couple of whom have 
provided some astounding data that neither Charles Berlitz nor I was 
even aware existed!" BU1 Moore> Pt.escott> Arlzona
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The rumor I heard a year ago, Bill, was that CSICOP was backed 
by the CIA! Maybe they’re accepting money from both sides, as neither 
the extreme Right nor the extreme Left want uncontrolled psychics 
prying into their subversive activities. Remember, there are all kinds 
of organizations here in the United States that dont want telepathists 
looking in on their secret meetings -- religious, political, financial, 
industrial -- you name it; and so they are violently opposed to any 
borderland science which threatens to expose their illegal and evil 
machinations against the public.
THE "NOT-SO-AMAZING" RANDI BUFFALOED

It was the "Magie or Miracle" program on Channel 4 TV from Los 
Angeles, Feb. 9, 1983, which set up an extensive interview confronta
tion between Uri Geller and Randi, the trickster. But the producers 
of the television program tricked Randi into exposing himself for the 
fraud he is. They took him on a pilgrimage to the Island of Shri Lanka 
formerly Ceylon, off the coast of India, to personally observe a Hindu 
fire-walk. There were camera shots of the pre-preparations, and there 
was Randi, on his knees by the fire pit, ready to gleefully expose 
any evidence of fraud for all the world to see. The heat from the 
fiercely glowing embers was so great he had to lean back and shield 
his face from the heat! Barefooted the devotees calmly and deliber- 
ately walked across the glowing coals, even pausing to scuff them 
with their feet. A piece of Kleenex Randi tossed onto the coals 
bürst immediately into flames. Afterward there was a camera shot of 
Randi closely touching and examining the bare foot of one of the 
fire-walkers. "I’m buffaloed!" Randi admitted, crestfallen. He has 
a Standing offer of $50,000 to anyone who can prove psychic powers 
to his satisfaction. He should have paid the money to the producers 
of the TV show, or to the temple to which the fire-walkers belong!
THE CURSE OF GERONIMO

"When the Indian chief, Geronimo, surrendered in 1886 a large 
number of his Apaches were loaded on to freight ears and shipped from 
the Arizona desert to a concentration camp in the swamps of Florida. 
Geronimo gloomily eyed his beloved mountains. A soldier held his 
bayonet at the Chiefs belly. Geronimo raised his hands toward the 
sky, addressing the A pache god Usen, and intoned in the Apache 
tongue: ’l put a curse on all Yankee white devils for your crimes 
of robbery and rape. Whites, your cities will be destroyed. Your 
young people will become evil and hate other White devils. In time 
they will become slaves to the green medicine (Mescaline ) that Usen 
gave to heal the Apache. Black men will become strong and revolt. 
Great wars will come to you. Great White Chief will be murdered. 
No safety. No peace. My grandfather’s spirit and Usen know that 
these things will happen.'

"Unquote. Look about you. Aren’t 
It seems that the karmic birds launched 
home to roost."

these things happening today? 
by our forefathers are coming
Van, Yuma, Arizona
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THE BLESSING OF ASHTAR: THE NEUTRINO SHIELD
"Realize that we give forth with few words, but those words 

are empowered to bring forth great realization in the minds of those 
open to receive. The blind see not and the deaf hear not, but the 
eyes and ears of the faithful are opened to receive.

"The Time of the Separation is completed and determinations of grade established. The testings by the Spirit are accomplished and the Status of each individuales potential recorded as of the 
direction of their God Self. Our relationship to you is now one of 
following through, according to the edicts of the Divine Self.

"Your determination toward us is to be one of knowing your 
Spirit has given full instruction as to the degree of aid we are per
mitted to add toward your protection -- and the avenues of assis- 
tance we will be called upon to afford you. This cannot be changedl

"The Omega Shield, which is called so by us to identify the 
shield of the Last Days, is afforded by our God-given ability to 
bend the light rays around you in case of necessity. So as you 
walk in the ways of your Lord, by His command we give assistance.

"In no way can you command this Shield. In no way can you 
manipulate it or call for it successfully, as it is by the command 
of your Spirit that we issue forth this accomplishment. We are but 
assistors of the Lord, and carry forth the command of the Spirit.

"It is the gift of your Spirit to make you aware of this Shield, 
that your faith be strengthened in the knowing. Your awareness will 
not be by mere words, but by the assurance of your inner knowing, 
thereby assisting you to walk in strength and confidence in the world 
of turmoils.

"We intercede by the command of the Spirit and not by petitions 
to us; for your Communications must always be with the Father, who 
is ever your authority, and so it is with us, likewise.

"Those who would advise you to call upon us are as the blind 
leading the blind -- as our source ot guidance is the same as yours 
-- as we are directed in all actions by the Spirit. Our petitions 
and reverence are to the God-self -- as so yours must be.

"From our level of action we are called to assist your level 
of action by the Lord of Creation. Our hand is firm in His, and 
yours in His unites us as of one family. Fear not for the Lord is 
with you. The. Comforter abides within. He sends His angels and 
Ambassadors of Light to catch you up."

Ashtar
(Christ Host Communicators through White Star, 'October 1979, PO 
Box 307, Joshua Tree, California 92252.)

It would seem, from the above, that the groundwork for the big 
change from Piscean to Aquarian influence has been laid. All that 
remains to do now is change the scenery. It is not in our hands.
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NUMBER 4

NEW BREED AUTO-IMMUNE PROGRAM
This program is used to improve resistance. The

integrity of the system is increased by taking into 
the system the homeopathically diluted personal antigens. 
The personal antigens are created when the body throws 
off waste pr'oducts of a. disturbed metabolism. These 
waste products can be found in either blood or urine.

PREPARATION OF ANTIGEN:
'1. Obtain and clean a medicine dropper and six 

small test tubes as used in Clinitesting for;sugar. 
Obtain from a drug störe.

2. Place 18 drops of water into each tube and 
place in a cup to avoid spillage.

3. Collect a mid-stream urine specimen or a 
blood sample and place two drops into tube #1.

4. . Succuss the tube 25-50 times. To do this 
clench the tvb© in a closed hand with the thumb over 
the tube mouth. Sharply pound the fist into the other 
palm. This is succussion and very important.

5. Then place two drops from tube #1 into tube 
#2. Repeat the succussion process. Rinse the. dropper 
each time used. Continue the dilution-succussion 
processes until all six tubes have been used.

6. The mixture in tube #6 then -represents a 
6x or 1/1,000,000 dilution of your personal antigen.
ADMINISTRATION OF ANTIGEN:

1. Dosage frequency: Twice weekly to start, 
later may be increased to thrice weekly then daily.

2. Administration: Sub-lingually or under the 
tongue.

3. Dosage to start is one drop under the tongue 
and increase one drop each dose until ten drops are 
taken at one time.

4. Continue ten drops per dosage for a couple 
of months then take thrice weekly. Increase to daily 
dosages if indicated and desired after another couple 
of months or according to desired results.

5. Make a new 6x solution each time. Use
only the 6x for dosages.
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"Dr. Alan Nittier practiced medicine in Santa Cruz, California, 
but when he began to empasize nutrition rather than drugs and sur
gery the county medical authorities lifted his license. He was my doctor until he died in 1981. His book, *A New Breed of Doctor' 
with introduction by Linda Clark, was published in 1972. He founded 
the Nutrition Club, which promotes this New Breed Auto-Immune pro
gram. After the first week one can start right out the second week 
with 10 drop increments and within two to three weeks taking the 
antigen daily."

A.H., Monterey, California
HOMEOPATHY UNDER A NEW NAME? MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES

"For the first time, doctors have cured a deadly assault on 
the body’s immune System, saving the life of a week-old baby with 
an experimental treatment called monoclonal antibodies. ’We were 
able to stop what was clearly a fatal reaction,* said Dr. Fred Ro
sen of Children’s Hospital Medical Center in Boston. Many persons 
develop the reaction, known as graft-versus-host disease, after 
bone marrow transplants to treat leukemia and other diseases. 
Rosen said the new treatment holds great promise in reversing the 
often-fatal complication in such patients." LA "Times" 2/16/83

Homeopathy is and always has been anathema to organized medi
cine because it’s too simple, too cheap, as indicated in the late Dr. Nittier’s "Auto-Immune Program", by which one develops the ne
cessary antibodies, or anti-gens, from one’s own urine, at home!
A PROPHET WITH HONOR, BUT NO SATISFACTION

In the Nov-Dec 198.2 Journal we predicted that NOW, the National 
Organization for Women, was on a collision course with MIRO, the 
Military-Industrial-Religious Oligarchy which runs the nation at a 
profit, if NOW developed enough political clout to "change the course 
of the nation". In the November elections the Daughters of Isis 
proved their political power by kicking out of office -- via the 
vote -- many of the Good 01’ Boys who blocked the passage of their 
Equal Rights Amendment. In January MIRO struck back with the arrest 
and imprisonment of Ginny Foat, president of the 30,000-member Cali
fornia chapter of NOW, on a trumped-up murder Charge which had been 
dismissed 17 years ago in Louisiana for lack of evidence.

Ms. Foat has made no secret of her colorful past, of her mar
riage to the wife-beater, Sidote, who apparently implicated her in 
the murder of a South American businessman outside a New Orleans 
bar in 1965. Sidote refused to testify against her then. They 
separated. In 1977 he committed murder in Nevada, was charged, 
tried, convictdd and sentenced to 25 years in prison. He was pa- 
roled in 1981, violated his parole and arrested again. Now the 
authorities are offering him a reduced sentence if he will testify 
against his ex-wife as Louisiana authorities warm up the old murder case. This is sweet revenge for them. Louisiana Good 01’ Boy le
gis lators voted down the Equal Rights Amendment, so NOW organized 
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a boycott against the merchants of the state. So vindictive are they 
that Ginny Foat is being held without bail in the Los Angeles prison 
until her extradition to Louisiana can be arranged. When their power 
is threatened, the Good 01'Boys of our religious, financial, politi
cal, industrial and military institutions turn out to be arrogant 
malevolent bastards. I should know. I was one in past lives. That's 
why l'm here in this jail of the solar system, working out my karma 
here rather than on my home planet.
A CHAMPION OF THE OPPRESSED
Los Angeles "Times". Jan. 23, 1983: "This is in response to your 
article (Jan. 16), 'Ginny Foat: A Rambling, Tangled Life.' We know 
the Ginny Foat who has been the Champion of human rights, for all 
people, but particularly for those of the oppressed. Within the Na
tional Organization for Women and the Democratic Party, Ginny has 
authored resolutions that insure our basic constitutional rights, 
resolutions that have been banners under which we all have fought 
to protect our basic freedoms. These resolutions have not been 
empty promises but have become legislation on the books of California.

"No matter what side of the issue people are on, whether it 
be reproductive rights, nuclear disarmament, or the equal rights 
amendment, it is clear that Ginny Foat has affected thousands of 
peoples' lives in a positive way. This is a rambling, tangled life?

"The idea that her ’feminist' friends are perplexed at the re
cent events is completely and totally false. We have known, for 
many years, of the events of Ginny's life, of her personal struggle 
as a battered wife, and were of the opinion, as was she, that fol
lowing her Nevada acquittal, she was, finally free of any incrimin- 
ating charges. In 1977, when the charges were originally brought 
against Ginny Foat, she was unknown to the press and to the public. 
In 1983, Ginny is a media event. It's the same allegation; we must 
ask, what is different? Politics? Of course it's political!

"Every time we have had an effective leader in human rights, 
something tragic has befallen them! Ginny Foat's civil liberties 
are being violated. Her fight for her life is the fight of every 
person in this country who loves the Constitution, as do we, Ginny's 
friends and colleagues."

Midge Costanza, Deborah Jones, Jan Holden 
Studio City, California

DEATH OF A PASSIVE WOMAN
"From the Sybil Brand Institute (LA prison for women), Foat 

sent an open letter to supporters Tuesday night, thanking them and 
adding, 'l have no guilt. . . in these days to come you will hear 
many things about me and about the violent acts of which I am accused. 
You, by your own declaration of feminism, are unfortunately part of 
that terror. . . The only violence in my life is that which has been 
perpetuated against me. The only killing in my life was the death
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of a passive woman named Ginny Foat, before the birth of a strong 
feminist by the same name.” On a minor legal technicality, the Los 
Angeles judge ordered Ms. Foat held without ball; and of course the 
State govemor, a MIRO Satrap, will approve her extradition to Loui
siana for trial; while the leaders of NOW become even more dedicated 
in their resolve to seek justice under the Law.
1982 ANNUAL REPORT
Receipts from Book Sales, Mem
berships, Donations $15954.29 
Cost of Goods Sold 18400.55

Balance Sheet. End of 1982
Current Assets 
Cash on Hand 
Inventory

*$2351.36
2961.50 5302.06

Gross Löss 2446.26 Fixed Assets:
Equipment and
Furniture 

Ref. Library
2037.14
4588.94 6626.08

Expenses: Salaries, Taxes, Rent, 
Repairs, Supplies, Insurance, 
Utilities, Depreciation, Car

$16218.51
Net Profit 0 Total Assets 11929.04

Current Liabilities
Notes Payable 0
Accounts Payable:
Accrued Rent $14000.00
Accrued Salary 914600.00 
459 Unfulfilled
Memberships 2752.00

Total Liabilities $108.212.00
Volume XXXIX, No. 2 of the Round Robin Journal of Borderland Research, 
and we push forward into the 24th year of Stewardship and the Pub
lishing of the results of our search for Truth, whatever that Truth 
might be, wherever that search might lead. Latest inquiry about a 
subscription to the Journal is from the Inst. F Grenzgebiete der 
Psych & Psychohygiene, Bibliothek: Micaela Brunner, Eichhalde 12, 
7800 Freiburg, West Germany. An indication that we are becoming re- 
spectable to orthodox Science? Dr. Andrija Puharich teils us that eight nations are now engaged in psychic warfare. That’s a truth of 
the early 1980s we can answer with some authority because we’ve been 
engaged in Psychic Self-Defense for over 20 years! And some of the 
examples of successful defense have oeen published in our Journals, 
using mental means and ritual magick. 1982 saw us Publishing In
formation and schematics on ELF wave, electro-magnetic devices which 
also provide a measure of psychic self-defense. Russian military 
maniacs started that ELF wave warfare in 1976. The broadcasts from 
powerful transmitters at Kiev, Gomel and Kiev continue, at 5.340 
Megahertz. We can pick them up easily here in Vista at night. No 
doubt other consciousness oppressing wavelengths will be identified 
and used. Countermeasures are being developed. As a Clearing house / 
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for unusual Information we will continue to publish such Information 
and details as they become available. Readers are reminded to refer 
again to the "Garden Grid Point" item in the CQC section of the Nov- 
Dec 1982 Journal as a way of maintaining positive, protective vibes 
in their home environment. The Braida Medallion there should be 
copied out on a piece of paper. Place this, together with a person’s 
"witness" -- picture or signature -- by a vibrating radio Speaker, 
and you have the simplest of broadcast treatment arrangements.

THE BIBLE CANNOT BE BANNED FROM THE MAILS, YET

An Associate writes to teil us that the House-passed Bill to 
increase the police-state powers of the United States Post Office 
failed of passage in the U.S. Senate. So this Fascist threat to 
further curtail what freedom of the press we have has been stopped 
again -- for the time-being, at least; but if George Orwell’s pro- 
phetic "1984" -- written in 1949 -- comes true, and we enter the 
"Caesar" period of our civilization, restricted use of the mails 
will be only a small part of the oppressive regulations put in force 
by a military-type dictatorship. We see horrible examples now in 
the military governments of Argentina and Chile. There the politi
cal corruption was so flagrant and inept that the people turned to 
a "strong man" to solve their problems -- only to find that the mili
tary type leader is even less capable of problem-solving than the 
civilian politicians he replaces! The military solution to domestic 
crises is to take the peoples' attention off the leaders’ ineptness 
by starting a war -- such as the disastrous Invasion of the Falkland 
Islands. If the military takes over here in 1985-- their solution 
to our domestic problems will be to start an atomic war with Russia 
-- an outward expression of their inward death wish -- one that is 
shared by the President and his staff. They will do their damndest 
to take us down with them in a flaming holocaust foreseen so clearly 
by Richard Wagner a hundred years ago, "The Twilight of the Gods". 
But if tne "Blessing of Ashtar" (page 30) has any significance, pro
tective measures have already been taken for those determined to live 
by the Golden Rule and to salvage what is worth saving from the wre- 
ckage of this old Piscean Age»

FLYING SAUCER CONVENTION IN TUCSON, ARIZONA

In the Feb 15th edition of "Saucer Smear", editor James Moseley 
(PO Box 163, Ft Lee, NJ 07024) teils us that the National UFO Con
ference (NUFOC) will be in Tucson this year and "your humble 8Smear’ 
editor will act as Master of Ceremonies. This glorious Conference 
will take place on the weekend of May 14th, and we hope to see a 
lot of our loyal non-subscribers out there. For details write to 
the local chairman, Ed Biebel, 1612 Charolais Way, Kino Springs, AZ 
85621." He says UFO researchers Kal Korff, Hal Starr and Rick Hil- 
berg have so far been scheduled. As this is an easy day’s drive 
from Vista, and as one of Moseley’s "loyal non-subscribers", we’ll 
probably put in an appearance ourselves and welcome the chance for 
an exchange of ideas and anecdotes with members of the club.
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**WHO FLYS THE SAUCERS?” - BSRF No. 2-N: Are they super-beings? Are 
they robots? Humanoids? Or all three? We take a closer look at the 

life-forms manning the elusive UFOs and re-reading the contactee sto
ries for.eines to the Identities and purposes of the Visitors and the 
Intruders. The answers are the same, since before 1947 both Good Guys 
and Bad guys are coming from Outer Space. We marshall evidence from 
a 25-year accumulation of data, including first-hand accounts of con
tacts with Tin-Can and Jelly-Bag robots, the Three Men in Black, the 
Viknors from Venus-Etheria, and from the Ashtar Command with its Guide 
Lines for Space Contact. 48 pages, illustrated, postpaid. .- , $3.00
WEST COAST CONFERENCE OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF DOWSERS

The 1983 Conference will be held again on the campus of the Uni
versity of California at Santa Cruz, June 25-29, five days and nights 
of Schools, Workshops and Seminars. Dowsing, with Pendulum or Rod, 
takes one through the Veil and puts one in touch with the Elemental 
Forces which guard the earth*s treasures, with its attendant rewards, 
and dangers. At present, Dowsing appears to be the only way to lo- 
cate the power grid lines which created and sustain the earth, and us. 
We’ll be there to give our illustrated talk on the World Power Grid 
and Its Relation To Psychotronic Warfare and Welfare. For more In
formation write to Program Coordinator Susan Emigh, 757 Seminole Way, 
Palo Alto, California 94303.
”THE WORLD POWER GRID AND ITS IMPORTANCE TO DOWSERS”

Virginia Baker, President of the Orange County Chapter of the 
American Society of Dowsers, Inc., has invited us to give the World 
Power Grid talk at the Chapter*s regulär meeting, Saturday,aftemoon, 
May 21st, at Santa Ana College, 17th and Bristol Streets. For more 
Information on the Society and its meetings and purposes, write to 
Mrs. Baker, 702 West Park Lane, Santa Ana, California 92706 or call 
714-543-5575
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